Health Drug Project

You will create a one minute public service announcement AND a presentation about the drug including the information below. Along with the PSA, you and your partner will turn in one paper with all of the drug information on it. NO PAPER = -10 points

1. Find out what is a public service announcement
2. Find the app that you will use to produce your PSA (NO PUPPETS) and your presentation
3. Find the information about the drug
   a. What is your drug?
   b. Street names for the drug
   c. What type of drug is it
   d. Is it addictive? If yes, how so?
   e. Effects on the body and mind
   f. How is it consumed?
   g. User age group
   h. Where does it come from or how is it made
   i. Legal consequences of possession
   j. Cost to buy
   k. Withdrawal – symptoms and when do they start
   l. Treatment to “cure” the user
   m. Success of treatment
   n. What else? What did you find that isn’t included above.
4. The PSA should last one minute.
5. The presentation should be between 4:30-5:30 minutes.
6. Minimum of six resources.